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Woodworking has been a timeless craft that has captivated artisans and
enthusiasts for centuries. Among the various tools used by woodworkers, the
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handplane holds a special place. Its versatility, precision, and ability to shape
wood to perfection make it an essential tool in any woodworker's arsenal. If you're
passionate about woodworking or looking to enhance your skills, Christopher
Schwarz's revised and expanded guide - "Handplane Essentials" - is a must-read!

The Updated Classic

Christopher Schwarz, a renowned authority in woodworking, has revised and
expanded his classic guide to handplanes. This revised edition of "Handplane
Essentials" brings together centuries-old techniques with modern insights to help
woodworkers of all skill levels master the art of using handplanes effectively.
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Why Choose Handplanes?

Before we dive into the details of the book, let's take a moment to understand
why handplanes are so essential for woodworking. While power tools
undoubtedly have their place in the workshop, handplanes offer a tactile and
precise experience that can't be replicated. Whether you're smoothing rough
surfaces, shaping edges, or adding intricate details, handplanes allow for a level
of control and finesse that no other tool can match.
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What Can You Expect from "Handplane Essentials"?

In this revised and expanded edition, Christopher Schwarz delves into the history,
types, and uses of handplanes. The book covers everything from basic
techniques to advanced skills, ensuring that both beginners and experienced
woodworkers can benefit from the knowledge within its pages. Whether you're
looking to understand the anatomy of a handplane, learn how to tune and
sharpen it, or discover the best techniques for various tasks, this guide has got
you covered.

The Highlights of the Book

"Handplane Essentials" is filled with detailed instructions, high-quality illustrations,
and comprehensive explanations that will guide you every step of the way. Some
of the highlights you can expect from the book include:

A thorough to different types of handplanes and their applications

Guidance on selecting the right handplane for your specific woodworking
needs

Insights into tuning and maintaining your handplanes for optimal
performance

Step-by-step instructions for various handplane techniques, such as
roughing, fairing, jointing, and more

Tips and tricks from experienced woodworkers to help you improve your
skills

Expert advice on troubleshooting common issues and finding innovative
solutions



A gallery of inspiring handcrafted projects showcasing the versatility of
handplanes

Reap the Benefits of Handplane Mastery

By delving into "Handplane Essentials," you'll not only gain a deeper
understanding of this timeless tool but also unlock a world of woodworking
possibilities. Mastering handplanes can elevate your craftsmanship, allowing you
to create exquisite furniture, intricate details, and flawless finishes.

If you're passionate about woodworking and want to take your skills to the next
level, Christopher Schwarz's revised and expanded guide - "Handplane
Essentials" - is an invaluable resource. Packed with knowledge, techniques, and
expert advice, this book will become your go-to companion for all things
handplane-related. Delve into the world of handplanes and unlock the true
potential of your woodworking journey!
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Everything you need to use your handplanes!

No woodworking tool is more satisfying, quick and precise to use than a
handplane. Planes can process timber in its rough state, bring boards up to a
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glimmering smoothness, cut rabbets, dados, grooves and other joints, and trim
wood with a precision that has yet to be matched by power tools.

Yet many woodworkers--both beginners and professionals--are intimidated by
handplanes. This book is here to set the record straight.

Handplane Essentials contains everything you need to choose the right plane for
your project (and for your budget), sharpen it and use it successfully. Compiled
from more than 15 years of the author's writings on the subject of handplanes in
magazines, trade journals and blogs, this book is an indispensable guide for
woodworkers. This revised edition includes 14 new articles as well as new and
updated tool reviews.
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